SOFFIT CORBEL
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For installation on TruVent®, TruBead®, TruLine® soffit

1. **Measure** overhang from house to outside edge of fascia.

2. If the corbel needs to be shortened, **remove** rear mounting bracket and **cut** corbel to desired size with cutoff saw with sharp blade.

3. **Reattach** rear 5” bracket flush with back edge of the corbel.

4. **Put** corbel against soffit at an angle and **rotate** into place making sure:
   a. *The front mounting bracket engages between the fascia and the soffit.*
   b. *And the rear mounting bracket engages between the J or F Channel and the soffit.*
   c. *Slight bending of the bracket may be needed to ease the installation process but over bending may produce gapping.*
SOFFIT CORBEL
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For installation with TruLegacy® Soffit/TruClip® Fascia
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1. Measure overhang from the house to the inside surface of the TruClip® Fascia.

2. If the corbel needs to be shortened, remove rear mounting bracket and cut corbel to desired size with cutoff saw with sharp blade.
   If the corbel is to fit around the soffit receiver, cut a notch out of it with a hand saw.

3. Reattach bracket with 3/8” extending beyond the rear of the corbel. Make sure screws do not fall near the same holes – you may need to rotate the brackets 180° to ensure that the old holes do not interfere with the new attachment points.

4. Remove front bracket, reattach with 3/8” extending beyond the front of the corbel. - You may need to rotate 180° to ensure that the new holes do not fall in or close to the original screw locations.

5. Engage the rear mounting bracket between the soffit and the receiver and carefully pull the front TruClip fascia ahead, slide the front bracket up and into place between the fascia and the soffit, then release fascia into original position.